Some new construction methods of the optimum chemical balance weighing designs and pairwise efficiency and variance balanced designs are proposed, which are based on the incidence matrices of the known symmetric balanced incomplete block designs. Also the conditions under which the constructed chemical balance weighing designs become A-optimal are also been given.
Introduction
Sir R. A. Fisher, a founder of modern concept of experimental designs gave the new ideas of designing in his first book Design of Experiment in the year 1935. Fisher's work was continued by others; see [1] - [4] . The necessary and sufficient condition for a general block design to be variance balanced and efficiency balanced was given in the literature [5] - [8] . The concept of repeated blocks was introduced by Van Lint; see [9] . Further some potential applications of the balanced incomplete block designs with repeated blocks were presented in the literature [10] - [13] .
Another important concept which we discuss in this paper is weighing designs. The concept of weighing design was originally given by Yates and formulated as a weighing problem by Hotelling and the condition of attaining the lower bound by each of the variance of the estimated weights was given by him; see [14] [15] . In the latter developments, attention has been made in the direction of obtaining optimum weighing designs. Prominent work has been done by many researchers in this field; see [16] - [20] . In recent years, the new methods of constructing the optimum chemical balance weighing designs and a lower bound for the variance of each of the es-timated weights from this chemical balance weighing design were obtained and a necessary and sufficient condition for this lower bound to be attained was proposed in the literature; see [21] - [24] . The constructions were based on the incidence matrices of balanced incomplete block designs, balanced bipartite block designs, ternary balanced block designs and group divisible designs.
Awad et al. [25] [26] gave the construction methods of obtaining optimum chemical balance weighing designs using the incidence matrices of symmetric balanced incomplete block designs and some pairwise balanced designs were also been obtained which were efficiency as well as variance balanced. In that series we now propose another new construction methods of obtaining optimum chemical balance weighing designs using the incidence matrices of symmetric balanced incomplete block designs and some more pairwise efficiency as well as variance balanced designs are proposed. Also we present the conditions under which the chemical balance weighing designs constructed by new construction methods leading to the A-optimal designs.
Let = and r k = . In this case incidence matrix is a square matrix i.e. N N ′ = . In case of symmetric balanced incomplete block design any two blocks have λ treatments in common.
Though there have been balanced designs in various senses (see [6] [27]). We will consider a balanced design of the following type.
A block design is called variance balanced if and only if 1) It permits the estimation of all normalized treatment contrasts with the same variance (see [7] ).
2) If the information matrix for treatment effects
where µ is the unique nonzero eigen value of the matrix C with the multiplicity ( )
A block design is called efficiency balanced if 1) Every contrast of treatment effects is estimated through the design with the same efficiency factor. 2) [28] .
A block design is said to be pairwise balanced if 
Weighing designs consists of n groupings of the p objects and suppose we want to determine the individual weights of p objects. We can fit the results into the general linear model
where Y is an 1 n × random column vector of the observed weights, w is the 1 p × column vector representing the unknown weights of objects and e is an 1 n × random column vector of errors such that 
The normal equations estimating w are of the form
where ŵ is the vector of the weights estimated by the least squares method. The matrix X is called the design matrix. A weighing design is said to be singular or nonsingular, depending on whether the matrix X X ′ is singular or nonsingular, respectively. It is obvious that the matrix X X ′ is nonsingular if and only if the matrix X is of full column
′ is nonsingular, the least squares estimate of w is given by
and the variance-covariance matrix of ŵ is
When the objects are placed on two pans in a chemical balance, we shall call the weighings two pan weighing and the design is known as two pan design or chemical balance weighing design. In chemical balance weighing design, the elements of design matrix Hotelling has shown that if n weighing operations are to determine the weights of p n = objects, the minimum attainable variance for each of the estimated weights in this case is 2 n σ and proved the theorem that each of the variance of the estimated weights attains the minimum if and only if p X X nI ′ = (see [14] ).
Variance Limit of Estimated Weights
Let X be an n p × matrix of rank p of a chemical balance weighing design and let j m be the number of times in which th j object is weighed, 
Also a nonsingular chemical balance weighing design is said to be optimal for the estimating individual weights of objects if the variances of their estimators attain the lower bound given by,
In SBIB design
D v r λ ; the block intersection between any two blocks is constant i.e. λ . Using this concept Banerjee (see [29] ) proved the following results; Proposition 2.2. Existence of SBIB design
v r λ  ; implies the existence of a BIB design ′  with pa-
Construction of Design Matrix: Method I
In SBIB design D with the parameters v b = , r k = , λ ; fix the th j block ( ) 
Then combining the incidence matrix N of SBIB design repeated s-times with 1 N * we get the matrix X of a chemical balance weighing design as
Under the present construction scheme, we have 
and
the determinant (10) is equal to zero if and only if 
Proof. From the conditions (5) and (9) it follows that a chemical balance weighing design is optimal if and only if the condition (11) 
Clearly such a design implies that each object is weighted 32 m = times in 56 n = weighing operations and 
and ( ) by (1, 2, 4) , (2, 3, 5) , (3, 4, 6) , (4, 5, 7) , (1, 5, 6) , (2, 6, 7) , (1, 3, 7) . 
Clearly such a design implies that each object is weighted 12 m = times in 28 n = weighing operations and ( ) 
Proof. For the design matrix X given in (14) we have ( ) 
